The first two approximations were obtained by the economization method of Lanczos [2], which is used by Hitchcock. As he notes, this method is inapplicable for the last two approximations, and these were obtained by collocation at the zeros of T*3(x) = cos {13 cos-1 (2x -1)}. Suppose that we are given a set of points (xt, yî) 0 á i è n and we desire to find the polynomial p(x) of given degree m( <n) such that max¿ | y, -p(xi) \ is a minimum. It is well known that this may be performed in good approximation by using the method of least squares to find the polynomial q(x) of degree m such that Yli {Vi ~ Q(xi)\2 is a minimum, and then taking p(x) = q{x) + c, where c is constant given by 2c = min, {y,--q{xi)\ + max, {y, -q(x¡)}.
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Received July 13, 1961. While several methods (mainly of an iterative nature) exist for finding a better approximation to p{x), e.g., that of Hastings [1], none seem quite so simple as the above. However, the author has for some time also used the following procedure which is both simple and straightforward and does not involve iteration; it is in fact basically the analogue for discrete data of the usual economization process. First, the polynomial of degree n is found which passes exactly through the points (xi, y¡), then this polynomial is economized to a polynomial r(x) of degree m over the range min; Xi Sí x g> max, a;,. We then take p(x) = r(x) -f-d, where d is a constant given by 2d = min, {y i -r(xi)} + max¡ {?/,■ -r{x¡)).
When n is not too large and the Xi are equally spaced r(x) may be found by hand as follows. First the Xi are transformed so that Xi = i/n. Now by Newton's interpolation formula the polynomial of degree n which passes exactly through the points (xi, yi) is XI» ( -) ^xo, and the polynomial rnim(x), which ( . 1 becomes when economized to degree m over the range 0 í i á 1, may be found from a previously prepared table. Then r(x) -XÀ rmm(x) A'zo • If desired, a different interpolation formula may be used.
In the vast majority of examples tried by the author it was found that
In each of the few cases in which max¿ | y i -r(x¡) -d \ was greater than max, | yi -q(x,) -c \ it was found that the points (x¿, yi) gave an inadequate picture of the polynomial of degree n which passed exactly through them; this rarely occurred when the Xi were equally spaced. For some of the examples p(x) also was found by using Hastings' method [1] . In each of these cases max,-| y{ -r(x.) -d | was less than fmax, | y i -p(rc,) | .
As an illustration consider the following example. We are given the points (0, 1), (0.25, 1), (0.5, 15), (0.75, 79), (1, 253), and we desire the quadratic polynomial which best approximates them. In this case p(x) can be found exactly, and we obtain the following results :
p(x) = 17 -244x -f-464a;, maximum error 16; r(x) + d = 15.5 -228a; +448x2, maximum error 17.5.
The maximum error associated with q{x) + c is 19.2. It may be added that on Pegasus both the least squares and the economization fitting processes take roughly the same time and use roughly the same number of storage locations. 
